REVIEW

McDSP 6020, AE400
& SPC2000
McDSP’s range of EQ and Dynamics plug-ins continues to expand, with three new AudioSuite and
AAX (DSP and Native) processors with ultra-low latency and some unconventional ideas...
GEORGE SHILLING

6020 Ultimate EQ — The 6020 (US$229 Native;
$329 HD for HDX) lets you choose one of ten different
‘characterful’ EQ modules. This new plug-in is clearly
a sister to the 6030 Ultimate Compressor (Resolution
V10.6). Indeed, the similarities are remarkably close,
given that one is a compressor and one an EQ. Both
have a similar ‘virtual 500 Series’ appearance, with
three module sections. On the left of the 6020 are
the ten selector buttons for the different modules
available, with cryptic names such as E 670, British
E, and iQ. The central, darker module comprises
master LED-style meters for input and output levels
(which become twin-meters in the stereo version of
the plug-in) along with Input and Output level knobs
each with a range from -24 to +24dB.
A Multi-mono version of the 6020 is also available
when different settings are needed on left and right.
The right module changes to reflect the selected EQ
type, with distinctively styled and coloured panels and
knobs. EQ types are 2-, 3- or 4-band sweeping and
generally untroubled by any real-world frequencies
or gain calibrations on the knobs. In Pro Tools
automation the controls are calibrated with values
of 0-100, apart from the Input/Output knobs which
have a resolution of 0.01dB, although setting those
accurately is difficult with 48dB range. The PDF
manual claims that knobs’ values can be entered
numerically but it is evidently not possible. Similarly,
the manual describes parametric EQ’s Q controls, yet
none are available here. However, two of the 3-band
EQ modules do also include a useful swept HPF.
The 6030 compressor modules were fairly loose
approximations of iconic real-world and inventive
imaginary models, and while you might imagine that
the 6020 might model similarly iconic EQs; that is
not quite the case. Rather, the modules are actually
similarly styled to those on the 6030, so there is a
Fairchild 670 type EQ, and a Urei 1176 style EQ.
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All a little odd, but rather
half-heartedly justified in
the manual by describing
real-world Fairchild 664
and Urei 545/300/301 EQ
hardware, even though
these ‘modules’ stray
considerably from those
designs. However, all are
potentially useful, and it’s
quite amusing to have a
twiddle with one module
to head in the general tonal direction, then flip to
another module to see what happens — frequency
settings and bandwidth or slope don’t necessarily
correspond between modules, but that is half the fun.
Although some of the modules add tonal variation
even when set flat, there seems to be nothing to be
gained by driving a flat 6030 with extra level — no
difference is audible or measurable whatsoever. But,
for example, even set flat, the E 670 adds some
very subtle low-mid warm fuzziness to the sound,
with lovely broad boosts and cuts available. The
Manley-style Moo Q adds a little honk, with some
nice high-end musical detail available when boosting
the highs. The British E Neve-style module adds
thick fatness and is very gentle and forgiving with
top and mid boosts. Although lacking any EQ graph
or knob calibration (I do like to know the numbers)
there’s plenty to keep you amused here.

PROS

Big variety with ten EQ styles and plenty of
presets; fun to switch between modules; low
latency.

CONS

Increased nonlinear distortion would
be even more engaging; some manual
inaccuracies; no calibration.
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AE400 Active EQ — While McDSP’s Retro
(Resolution V8.4) and 6000 Series plug-ins simplify
the tweaking process, others in the catalogue fall
into the more complex science-boffin category; the
AE400 ($229/$329) is clearly one of those. Useable
as a standard 4-band EQ, the ‘active’ bit provides
EQ band gain changes that are dependent on signal
level at the band’s frequency. The AE400 helps with
live situations or EQ automation jobs that would
perhaps be too fiddly to edit manually, neatly using
the mechanics of dynamic EQ.
At the left are large Input and Output meters, along
with Input and Output Gain knobs, each with a range
of +/-24dB. There are also separate bypass buttons
for each of the four bands, along with a seemingly
redundant (or yet to be implemented) Enable button
that is greyed. Along the top are conventional fixed
EQ controls for each of the bands, with Output (gain),
Frequency and Q set numerically — or by dragging
the dots on the large central graph.
Holding Command and Control allows Q adjustment,
and Command-Shift-Click inverts the gain. Below the
main graph are four sets of conventional compressor
controls (Threshold, Ratio, Attack and Release) that
adjust the dynamics characteristics for each band.
So far, so good, but above the main graph are four
smaller graphs; these reflect the changes made at
the bottom for each band’s dynamics. And alongside
each of these graphs is the vital control to make it
all work — the Gain slider. This sets the maximum
deflection achievable with the dynamic controls and
shows as a faint shape on the main graph. The realtime EQ curve within this is shown with a line, which
dances around as EQ dynamically changes.
Each curve defaults to flat or wherever the static
Output sets the band, with increasing dynamics
moving the curve closer to the maximum deflection
as set by the Gain. However, using the Inverse button
you can make the opposite happen, i.e. default is
maximum deflection, with increased level reducing
the EQ effect.
An external Sidechain key is separately available
for each band and a Key Listen button is provided,
where you can hear the sidechain through the band’s
filtering (which is simultaneously displayed on the
graph). The main graph can be flipped to ‘Key’ to
show the sidechain filter. Bands’ Solo buttons simply
defeat the other bands, and there is a Master/Link
system for adjusting controls simultaneously.
The AE400 provides for all sorts of useful effects
such as simple de-essing, or reducing upper-mid
harshness sometimes encountered when singers
push hard. This worked particularly well on a singer
whose tone varied enormously between verse and
chorus, and the gain range is more than adequate to
cover any such scenario.
Some good presets are provided that simultaneously
target different areas and tame in ways unachievable
with wideband compression or static EQ. I also
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used the AE400 on the drum bus for a big and
punchy sound, and set up crazier boost effects to
exaggerate certain tones. By targeting the right areas
and setting suitable Attack and Release, perceived
level can be increased without pumping or artefacts.
This can make for a useful alternative to multiband
compression.
The level of detailed manipulation available
with the AE400 is impressive, and although the
complexity of the interface seems daunting at first,
great results were quickly achieved.

PROS

Smooth sounding and flexible dynamic EQ.

CONS

Potentially confusing layout and
nomenclature — ‘Output’ means Static Gain.

SPC2000 Multistage Compressor — The SPC2000
($179/$279) finds McDSP stringing together some
CompressorBank plug-ins and allowing you to
configure them in ways that look like those FM
algorithms they printed on Yamaha DX7 synths
(Those were the days of wide-eyed innocence. Ed).
These represent up to four compressors connected in
as many series and parallel paths as you can think of.
Well, there are ten different possibilities here, and that
is certainly plenty to think about.
There are actually three plug-ins, the SPC202
(two compressors), SPC303 (three compressors) and
SPC404 (four wang-doodlers). With wide-ranging
and comprehensive controls, it is possible to emulate
the different characteristics of, say, a dbx 165, Neve
33609 and Teletronix LA-2A in parallel or series with
each other.
There are large Input and Output gain knobs, and
a wide horizontal Output level meter. On the SC404
four graphs show each compressor’s static threshold
and ratio curve, with lines to show the routing,
which is selected from a drop-down menu. As well
as lines around the graphs there is the smaller DX7style diagram that helps you get your head around
the audio routing. There are simple Parallel and
Serial modes, plus Modes 3-10 for the remaining
possibilities.
Each compressor’s controls are arranged in a row.
These comprise Enable button, Gain, Threshold,
Comp (Ratio), variable Knee, Bite (which allows some
transient overshoot), Attack and Release. All are

accompanied by numerical readouts where numbers
can be typed directly. Auto, Rel 1 and Rel 2 buttons
change the release characteristics, and to the right
are meters for Gain Reduction and Level (switchable
Input or Output). There is also a Master select button
(others’ controls are slaved but still adjustable) and
Solo (bypassing other compressors).
You think of parallel compression as using strong
compression alongside a non-processed signal, but
here you can try anything in-between, with four
gentle compressors, perhaps with two in series, or
one savage limiter alongside a more benign one
providing some smooth and characterful results. The
presets provide inspiration here, although the naming
is cryptic, with Black Face meaning a late 1176, and
LA Too Eh... well I’m sure you can guess (Probably
Canadian. Ed). But for vocals, instruments and drums,
combining compressors can be mightily effective.

PROS

Up to four compressors with wide-ranging
styles and flexible routing in one plug-in.

CONS

Arguably simply a repackaged variation of
CompressorBank?

Perhaps none of these are revolutionary but had
you been presented with hardware versions of
them 15 years ago, the options would have been
mindblowing. They sound solid, look great, and are
immediately useful, reassuring and efficient (in all
senses), working well for a variety of tasks. n

PROS

Ultra-low latency; processor-efficient.

CONS

No phase reverse buttons.

Contact
MCDSP, US
Web: www.mcdsp.com

Check with your local dealer and visit www.masteringworks.com for more information
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